Learning Session: BSCI 2.0 Implementation in My Company
Overview
This session will share experiences of implementing BSCI 2.0 in companies to learn best practices.
Focussing on the three cornerstones of BSCI 2.0: due diligence, continuous improvement, and
embedding social responsibility into the business enterprise culture. Participants will be actively
involved and learning of new ways to make BSCI 2.0 happen successfully in their own company at
the same time. This session is of value to established BSCI participants and new participants alike.
Speakers:
Moderator: Norma, FTA NCG Coordinator, The Netherlands
-

Andrew Martin, Senior Manager, Monitoring and Continuous Improvement - FTA
Dominique Barea, Capacity Building Manager - FTA
Katarzyna Dobrogosz, Capacity Building Officer – FTA
Adrian Poher, Capacity Building Coordinator - FTA

Session Highlights
-

-

-

-

New solutions to new problems for cascading issues, how implement cascading better, how
to face buyin challenges, how to involved all the different staekholders to work with on BSCI
Empower all business actors in the supply chain by sharing knowledge and experiences,
increasing competentencies and capabilities for social complianc. Working together, creating
interdependencies, being more transparent.
The everlasting challenge in buy in: Who does it involve? Sales representaties, buyers, senior
managers, shareholders and producers. Everyone has a differnt approach.
Thinking outside the box, Need different thinking to address new problems, cannot use the
same thinking for different problems. Albert Einstein: “It takes a different kind of thinking
to solve a problem thant the kind of thinking which produced the problem.‘‘
Attendee comment: BSCI seen as a burden for producers.
Important to get CEO onboard, RnD, need necessary funds!
How apply new ways for thinking? Customers is a good driver? Customers need you to
understand why they need to purchase from sustainable supply chains.
Adopt a user driven approach to challenges faced. Step into the shoes of the producer.

Quotes
-

Albert Einstein: It takes a different kind of thinking to solve a problem thant the kind of
thinking which produced the problem.
Adopt a user driven approach to challenges faced. Step into the shoes of the producer.
Make CSR Fun

